Virtual/Augmented Reality and Social Robotics in the Assistive Technology domain

27 August 2019, 9.00-14.30

Venue: EON Reality Interactive Digital Center

Content

- To meet experts in AVR and Social Robotics and to see and experience different applications of Virtual and Augmented Reality and their interaction techniques;
- To learn the basics of Creator AVR: a streamlined creation process that allows subject matter experts to create AVR learning modules;
- To discuss with experts possible application fields in the domain of technology and disability.

Programme

8.30 Transfer to EON Reality Interactive Digital Center. 
Meeting point: Via Irnerio 4, Bologna (https://goo.gl/maps/eA2USGoWyxLFQSYA)

9.15 Welcome coffee

9.30 Introduction to the Workshop
Lorenzo Desideri - AIAS Bologna

9.40 Introduction to EON Reality
Francesco Salizzoni - EON Reality

10.00 Hands-on health related AVR applications
Creating an AVR learning module from scratch based on participants’ input.
Emiliano Brogi - EON Reality

Break

11.45 Social Robotics and Intellectual Disability: Examples of applications
Lisa Cesario, AIAS Bologna

12.50 Group work: Bringing together AVR and Social Robotics - ideas from participants

13.30 Light lunch & transfer to Bologna city center

14.30 Transfer to Bologna

Need help? Please contact:

Lorenzo Desideri: ldesideri@ausilioteca.org
Valentina Fiordelmondo: vfiordelmondo@ausilioteca.org